
Mathematics @ Claremont  
“Mathematics is a reasoning and creative activity employing abstraction and generalisation to identify, 
describe and apply patterns and relationships. The symbolic nature of mathematics provides a powerful, 
precise and concise means of communication. 

Mathematical ideas have evolved across all cultures over thousands of years and are constantly developing. 
Digital technologies facilitate this expansion of ideas, providing access to new tools for continuing 
mathematical exploration and invention… In addition to its practical applications, the study of mathematics is 
a valuable pursuit in its own right, providing opportunities for originality, challenge and leisure.” 

NSW K-10 Mathematics Syllabus 

 

What topics are taught in Mathematics at Claremont College? 
There are three strands taught in this syllabus: Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and 
Statistics and Probability. At the centre all of these strands is Working Mathematically: Communicating, Problem 
Solving and Reasoning. Topics taught in each strand.  
 

 
 
 
 

Number and 
Algebra 

Whole Number 

Addition and Subtraction 

Multiplication and Division 

Fractions and Decimals 

Patterns and Algebra 

 
 
 
 

Measurement and 
Geometry 

Length 

Area 

Mass 

Volume and Capacity 

Time 

Three Dimensional Space 

Two Dimensional Space 

Angles 

Position 

Statistics and 
Probability 

Data 

Chance 

 
What does Working Mathematically mean? 
The aim of Working Mathematically is to develop understanding and fluency in mathematics through inquiry, 
exploring and connecting mathematical concepts, choosing and applying problem-solving skills and 
mathematical techniques, communication and reasoning. Working Mathematically skills are embedded into the 
content when teaching Mathematics. It consists of 3 main areas. 
  



1. Communicating- students describe mathematical ideas using number sentences, diagrams, using concrete 
materials and orally.  

  
2. Problem Solving- selects and uses appropriate mental and written strategies or technology to solve 

problems. 
  
3. Reasoning – makes conclusions, explains how answers were obtained, checks accuracy of statements, 

explains reasoning, gives valid reasons for supporting one solution over another. 
 

How can I help my child to work mathematically?  
When approaching problem solving tasks, your child will need to engage a range of Working Mathematically 
skills. Examples of questions that you can ask at home to prompt mathematical thinking and discussion are:  

● What information do you have?  
● What information do you still need to find out? 
● Is there another answer to this problem? 
● How many different answers are there to this problem?  
● How did you work that out? 
● Which strategy did you use?  
● Is there an easier way to solve the problem? 
● What made you decide to solve the problem that way? 
● Could you show me how to solve this problem using materials? 
● Could you show me how to solve this problem by drawing a diagram? 
● How could you check your answer? 

 
What are some of the explicit skills in Mathematics and how are they 
taught at school? NSW Mathematics K-10 Syllabus, 2012 
 
Addition and Subtraction 
Jump Strategy 
An addition or subtraction strategy in which we place the first number on an empty number line and then 
counts forward or backwards, first by tens and then by ones, to perform a calculation. 
 (The number of jumps will reduce with increased understanding.) 
 
For example 46 + 33 = ? 
 

 
 
  
For Example: 79 - 33 = ?  

 
 
Split Strategy  
An addition or subtraction strategy in which we separate the tens from the units and adds or subtracts each 
separately before combining to obtain the final answer. 
 



For example: 46 + 33 = ? 

                            46 + 33   
                         = 40 + 6 + 30 + 3  
                         = 40 + 30 + 6 + 3  
                         = 70 + 9  
                         = 79  

 
Inverse strategy 
A subtraction strategy where we add forward from the smaller number to obtain the larger number, and so 
obtains the answer to the subtraction calculation.  
 
For example 65 – 37 =  

start at 37 
add 3 to make 40 
then add 20 to make 60 
then add 5 to make 65 
and so the answer is 3 + 20 + 5 = 2 
 

Compensation Strategy 
An addition or subtraction strategy where we add one or subtract one to obtain a multiple of ten in order to 
make it easier to mentally calculate. Then adding one or subtraction one to the final answer.  

 
For example 63 + 29 = ? 

   

63 + 29 

                     = 63 + 30  

                     = 93, subtract 1 to obtain 92 
 
Multiplication and Division  
Equal Groups 
The ability to form equal groups is important for the foundation understanding of multiplication and division. 
At this stage students are beginning to use language such as groups of, sharing, left over, total.  
 
For example:  2 groups 
  3 in each group 
  6 in total 
 
For example:  Sharing 10 objects between 2 people 

 
 
Arrays 
An array is formed by arranging a set of objects into rows and columns. Each column must contain the same 
number of objects as the other columns, and each row must have the same.  
 
For example:  

 
 



 
Area Model 
The Area Model can be thought of as a ‘blank array’.  
 
For example:  684 × 5 =  For example:  25 × 26  = 

 
 

 
  
  
 

What are some good Mathematics apps? 

 

Maths Rockx: Times Tables  
This is the Rock Star Teacher that everyone wants! Your children will learn their Times Tables by 
singing them to the coolest tracks, from some of the world’s best artists! One Direction, P!NK, Lady 
Gaga, will-i-am and Pharrell Williams - to name a few. They will love bopping away to the new Times 
Table lyrics while they learn. Maths has never been so cool, so easy and so much fun! It just Rockx! 

 

Targeting Maths 
The Targeting Maths App range is an amazing new way to learn mathematics. Within these apps, 
students can access a huge range of activities that make learning maths skills fun, motivating and full 
of rewards. Student’s individual achievements are recorded in the progress section. (This app is 
available for all grades) 

 

Telling the time quiz 
"Simple and effective! A great way to learn to tell time." 
Turn telling time into a fun simple game. Great for kids. Learn to tell time in 18 levels. Once 
you master the basics, the game will automatically advance to the next level. 

 

Thinking Blocks: Addition  
Thinking Blocks Addition teaches children how to model and solve word problems involving 
addition and subtraction. In this interactive tutorial, children are introduced to 6 problem 
solving models. The models help children organize information and visualize number 
relationships. 

 

Thinking Blocks: Multiplication 
Thinking Blocks Multiplication teaches children how to model and solve word problems 
involving multiplication and division. In this interactive tutorial, children are introduced to 6 
problem solving models. The models help children organize information and visualize 
number relationships 

 

Crazy Times tables- Multiplication  Photo Fun 
Crazy Times Tables mixes the fun, games and photo features that kids love, with best 
practice teaching methods and a personalised boost from technology! Crazy times tables is 
perfect for children age 5-10 to support them to develop fluency in their times tables.  

 

Maths vs Zombies 
Save Yourself from a Zombie Attack using Math as Your Weapon! In a world overrun with 
zombies, you are a part of a squad of highly trained scientists who can save us. Using your 
math skills and special powers, you can treat infected zombies to contain the threat. 
Zombies are attacking your house and only you can stop them... with your math-powered 
super gadgets!  



 

Number Line, by the Math Learning Center 
Number Line helps students visualise number sequences and demonstrate strategies for 
counting, comparing, adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing. Choose number lines 
labelled with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, or negative numbers. Or use a blank 
number line, with or without tick marks.  

 
Mrs Emily Eu 
Head of mathematics 
 


